Quality factor tuning of micromechanical resonators via electrical dissipation
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Micro- and nanoelectromechanical (M/NEM) resonators are widely used as timing references,\textsuperscript{1} inertial sensors,\textsuperscript{2,3} and mass sensors.\textsuperscript{4,5} The quality factor, $Q$, is the inverse measure of dissipation in M/NEM resonators and is one of their most important properties. Increasing $Q$ improves the thermomechanical signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in resonant sensors and reduces the phase noise in oscillators. Large $Q$ also maximizes the effective cooling attainable with feedback or parametric coupling, which eases the temperature requirements for cooling the mode into its quantum ground state.\textsuperscript{6} The quality factor is traditionally limited by mechanical losses, such as anchor damping,\textsuperscript{10-12} thermoelastic dissipation (TED),\textsuperscript{13,14} the Akhiezer effect,\textsuperscript{15-17} and surface losses,\textsuperscript{18,19} and so a great deal of work has gone toward understanding and minimizing these sources.

Dissipation may also arise from the electrostatic or magnetic coupling of the resonator to its external environment.\textsuperscript{20-27} Electrical damping is distinct from the “effective” quality factor tuning mechanisms, which also often arise from electrical interactions, because electrical damping increases both the dissipation and the corresponding thermomechanical noise force.\textsuperscript{28} For capacitive or magnetomotive detection, the resonator induces charge flow, which through Joule heating is dissipated in the resonator body, the measurement circuit, or in nearby grounded electrodes, increasing the linewidth. The associated Johnson noise acts back on the mechanical motion via the same electrical coupling path, increasing the thermomechanical noise force. Electrical damping is pronounced in electromechanical resonators constructed from carbon nanotubes, nanowires, and graphene because of the strong charge coupling and tiny inertia.\textsuperscript{23,24,29-34} It also arises in nanomechanical resonators due to currents in the detection circuit,\textsuperscript{20,21,35-37} Ohmic losses in the adjacent electrodes,\textsuperscript{32,33,38-40} or dielectric losses in the body.\textsuperscript{25,26,41}

In capacitively transduced micromechanical resonators, electrical damping is typically small compared to gas damping, anchor loss, thermoelastic dissipation, and other mechanical sources. The influence of the capacitive coupling of the MEM resonator to its external environment on the dissipation can often be ignored in this case. However, efforts to maximize SNR in MEM resonant sensors and oscillators can potentially lead to significant electrical damping in the resonator and detection circuit, to the point where the contribution from the intrinsic sources becomes negligible.

In this Letter, we study strongly electrically damped micromechanical resonators in a wafer-scale encapsulation process.\textsuperscript{42} The maximized detection SNR achieved with micrometer capacitive gaps, a large electrode area, and a large transimpedance gain introduces significant electrical dissipation, which can ultimately dwarf the damping originating from mechanical sources. Our setup allows us to adjust the electrical damping arising from an adjacent capacitively coupled resistor to ground, the electrical loading by the amplifier, and the modification of $Q$ arising from the dependence of resonant frequency on bias...
voltage. This allows us to isolate the contribution of electrical damping in the amplifier to the total resonator dissipation. We propose a model for electrical losses in our capacitively transduced micromechanical resonator, analogous to the electrical damping models introduced for other M/NEM systems, and validate it with experiments on a fabricated doubly clamped beam. By fitting the results from the fluctuation-dissipation theorem to the thermomechanical displacement noise spectrum in the presence of increasing electrical damping, we confirm that these dissipation sources correspond to an actual, not effective, change in the quality factor.

Figure 1 depicts the equivalent system for the doubly clamped beam resonator and measurement setup. Electrical contacts to the resonator and adjacent electrodes allow for capacitive sensing and electrical loading of the resonator. We capacitively monitor the thermomechanical motion with a low-noise transimpedance amplifier (TIA), which enables us to extract the quality factor, resonant frequency, and electromechanical transduction factor. The beam is fabricated from single crystal silicon and is oriented in the [110] direction. It has a length of 600 μm, a width of 6 μm, and a device layer thickness of 60 μm. The capacitive gap size is roughly 1 μm. The lumped mass of the fundamental flexural mode is 82.73 ng.43

The circuit diagram for the TIA is depicted in Fig. 2 and consists of a transimpedance stage with a low-pass filter and an inverting amplifier stage with a bandpass filter. A third unity-gain buffer stage is used to maintain amplifier stability. Table 1 gives component values for the circuit. The influence of the first stage feedback resistor of the amplifier circuit, \( R_f \), on the electrical damping can be represented by an effective passive load,

\[
R_e = \frac{R_f}{1 + G_{oc}},
\]

(1)

where \( G_{oc} \) is the open-loop gain of the operational amplifier in the first inverting amplifier stage of the TIA.

![Figure 1](https://example.com/fig1.png)

**FIG. 1.** The equivalent system for modeling electrical damping due to two coupled loads. The mass, \( m \), is constrained to translate in the \( x \) direction and is connected to a spring, \( k \), and dashpot, \( b \). The mechanical system is coupled to two first-order electrical circuits via the position-dependent capacitances, \( C_1(x) \) and \( C_2(x) \). One circuit consists of a parasitic capacitance, \( C_p \), and resistive load, \( R_l \). The transimpedance amplifier (TIA) is attached to the opposing electrode to amplify the current resulting from the thermomechanical motion and is modeled as contributing a parasitic capacitance, \( C_p \), and an equivalent load resistance, \( R_e \).

![Figure 2](https://example.com/fig2.png)

**FIG. 2.** A schematic of the transimpedance amplifier used to capacitively measure mechanical motion in our micromachined resonator. The three amplifiers used in Figs. 3 and 4 only differ in terms of the first stage feedback resistor, emphasized by the red dashed box in the schematic.

**TABLE I.** Transimpedance amplifier component values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( R_f )</th>
<th>( C_1 )</th>
<th>( R_2 )</th>
<th>( C_2 )</th>
<th>( R_f )</th>
<th>( C_f )</th>
<th>( R_3 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1–10 MΩ</td>
<td>0.01 pF</td>
<td>1 kΩ</td>
<td>10 nF</td>
<td>10 kΩ</td>
<td>10 pF</td>
<td>1 kΩ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By applying a bias voltage \( V_b \) between the beam and adjacent electrodes, the capacitive coupling will transduce the thermomechanical motion of the beam into a motional current out of the electrodes. Dissipation in the TIA connected to one electrode acts back on the motion as it amplifies the motional current into a voltage, lowering the Q value. Ohmic dissipation of the motional current in the electrical load resistor \( R_L \) connecting the opposing electrode to ground also contributes electrical damping. By systematically varying the load resistance and first stage amplifier feedback resistor, the electrical damping contributed by the load resistor and amplifier can be independently measured. We measure the amplitude spectral density (ASD) of the TIA output near resonance to extract the Q value as a function of \( V_b, R_L \), and amplifier feedback resistor. No external drive forces are used, so the resonator remains in thermal equilibrium with its environment during the course of the measurements. The entire resonator and amplifier system is maintained at 30.0 ± 0.1 °C using an electrically shielded, temperature controlled chamber. Chip-scale electrical connections to the resonator make a significant contribution to the parasitic capacitance, and so they were made once and left undisrupted throughout the duration of the experiments. To minimize the variation in the parasitic capacitance during the measurements, we make changes to the amplifier and load resistor via the external breakout board.

Figure 1 presents a second-order mechanical system coupled to two first-order electrical systems by two position-dependent capacitances, given by

\[
\begin{align*}
C_1(x) &= \frac{\gamma_1 \varepsilon_0 A}{g-x}, \\
C_2(x) &= \frac{\gamma_2 \varepsilon_0 A}{g+x},
\end{align*}
\]

(2)

where \( \varepsilon_0 \) is the permittivity of free space, \( A \) is the capacitor area, \( g \) is the gap size, and \( \gamma_1 = 0.52 \) is the mode shape correction factor. Applying the conservation of charge at the two electrodes leads to equations for the electrode voltages, which can be combined with the equation of motion for a simple harmonic oscillator to form a system of three coupled equations,
\[ m_{\text{eff}} \ddot{x} + b \dot{x} + kx = F_e(x) + F_{th}, \]
\[ \frac{V_1}{R_L} + C_p \frac{dV_1}{dt} + \frac{d}{dt} \left[ C_1(x)(V_1 - V_b) \right] = 0, \]
\[ \frac{V_2}{R_L} + C_p \frac{dV_2}{dt} + \frac{d}{dt} \left[ C_2(x)(V_2 - V_b) \right] = 0, \]
where \( V_b \) is the device bias voltage, \( F_e \) is the force from coupling to the electrical system, and \( F_{th} \) is the thermomechanical noise force. Using the Laplace transform, the equations for the electrical circuit can be expressed in the frequency domain,
\[ V_1(x) = V_b j \omega (a_1 - \beta_2) C_1(x), \]
\[ V_2(x) = V_b j \omega (a_2 - \beta_2) C_2(x), \]
where \( a_1 = \frac{R_L}{1 + \omega^2 R_L^2 C_1^2}, \quad \beta_1 = \frac{\omega R_L^2 C_1}{1 + \omega^2 R_L^2 C_1^2}, \]
\[ a_2 = \frac{R_E}{1 + \omega^2 R_E^2 C_2^2}, \quad \beta_2 = \frac{\omega R_E^2 C_2}{1 + \omega^2 R_E^2 C_2^2}, \]
where \( C_{1a} = C_0 + C_1 \) and \( C_{2a} = C_0 + C_2 \). Nominal device capacitance \( C_{1a} = C_1(x)|_{x=0} \) can be found using Eq. (2) to be 0.17 pF. Parasitic capacitance, which is dominated by the electrical contacts to the device through the encapsulation layer, is roughly 20 pF. Since the parasitic capacitance is several orders of magnitude larger than the capacitance across the gaps, \( C_1 \) can be approximated as constant. As we show in the supplementary material, the relaxation time of the resonator is significantly larger than the relaxation time of the electrical circuit during these experiments, so the voltages \( V_1 \) and \( V_2 \) can be assumed to be uniform across the electrodes. These voltages lead to forces on the mechanical system via the coupling capacitances, which can be obtained with Coulomb’s law,
\[ F_e(x) = C_1^2 (V_b - V_1)^2 - \frac{C_2^2 (V_b - V_2)^2}{2 \eta^2 A t_0}. \]
Expanding Eq. (6) and keeping the terms at \( \omega \) yield a force term that depends upon the position and velocity as
\[ F_e = \left[ 2C_{1a}^{-1} - \omega (\beta_1 + \beta_2) \right] \eta^2 x - (x_1 + x_2) \eta^2 \dot{x}, \]
where \( \eta = V_b \frac{\partial C_{1a}}{\partial x}|_{x=0} \). Substituting Eq. (7) into Eq. (3) yields the governing equation for the mechanical system,
\[ \ddot{x} + \frac{\omega_n^2}{Q} \dot{x} + \omega_n^2 x = \frac{F_{th}}{m_{\text{eff}}}, \]
where \( Q \) is the quality factor and \( \omega_n \) is the resonant frequency of the total system. The term proportional to \( \dot{x} \) in Eq. (7) modifies the natural frequency of the resonator,
\[ \omega_n = \sqrt{\frac{k}{m_{\text{eff}}} - \frac{2\eta^2}{m_{\text{eff}} \omega_n^2} + \omega_n (\beta_1 + \beta_2) \eta^2}. \]
In this system, \( \omega_n/\beta \), which has a maximum value of 1/\( C_1 \), for any value of \( R_{th} \), is much smaller than 1/\( C_{1a} \). Electrostatic softening in the device tunes the resonator natural frequency from \( \omega_n/2\pi = 126 \text{ kHz} \) to as low as \( \omega_n/2\pi = 84 \text{ kHz} \) across the 0–24 V bias voltage range used in

**FIG. 3.** The measured total quality factor, \( Q \), as a function of the load resistor, \( R_L \), and bias voltage, \( V_b \), for (a) \( R_L = 1 \text{ M} \Omega \) and (b) \( R_L = 10 \text{ M} \Omega \). \( V_b \) is varied from 6 V to 24 V in 2 V increments, with darker data points corresponding to higher voltages. The model in Eq. (11) is fitted using \( C_1 = 20 \text{ pF} \) and an effective amplifier resistance \( R_E = 270 \text{ \Omega} \) for \( R_L = 1 \text{ M} \Omega \) and \( R_E = 1.9 \text{ k} \Omega \) for \( R_L = 10 \text{ M} \Omega \). The arrows indicate the reduction in \( Q \) for all \( R_L \) values, which accompanied the increased feedback resistance.
The resonator motion due to its coupling to the thermal bath has a displacement noise ASD given by

\[ X_{th}(\omega) = \frac{\sqrt{4k_B T B}}{m_{eff}} \left( \omega_n^2 - \omega^2 \right)^2 + \frac{\omega_n^2}{Q_{eff}} \right]^{1/2}, \]

where \( T \) is the temperature, \( k_B \) is Boltzmann’s constant, and \( Q_{eff} \) is the effective quality factor of the resonator. \( Q_{eff} = Q \) for our experiments, as all changes in the quality factor occur by modifying the underlying dissipation and the corresponding thermomechanical noise. As we show in the supplementary material, in the presence of electrical dissipation, the output voltage ASD near the resonance of a TIA connected to the electrode is given by

\[ V_N(\alpha) = \left( \frac{4k_B T G^2}{Q_{eff}} \frac{\omega_n^2}{m_{eff}} \frac{\omega_n^2}{Q} \right) + N_{eff}^2, \]

where \( G \) is the transimpedance gain, \( \eta \) is the transduction factor, \( N_{eff} \) is the noise floor of the amplifier, and \( Q \) is the total quality factor given by Eq. (11). This equation presumes that the quality factor is sufficiently large that \( x_1 \) and \( x_2 \) are approximately constant near resonance.

Figure 3 plots the measured quality factor as a function of bias voltage and load resistance in the vicinity of the RC cutoff frequency. For all load resistor values, increasing the bias voltage strongly reduces \( Q \), and \( Q \) reduction is maximum when the load resistor shifts the cutoff frequency of the RC circuit to match the mechanical resonance frequency. We measure the voltage ASD near resonance and implement a least squares minimization fit to the model given by Eq. (11) to extract \( Q, \eta^2/\eta_{max}^2, \omega_n \), and \( N_{eff} \). We present two different three-stage amplifiers, each one with a different first stage feedback resistor denoted by \( R_f \). We separately measure \( G(\omega) \) for each TIA. We fit the quality factor as a function of \( R_f \) and \( V_b \) to the model in Eq. (11) by selecting the values for \( Q_0, Q_b, C_0 = 20 \text{ pF} \) and \( Q_b = 7530 \) are used in all cases. No arbitrary scaling parameters are used. For \( R_f = 1 \text{ M} \Omega \), the effective dissipation resistance is \( R_{eff} = 270 \text{ \Omega} \), while for \( R_f = 10 \text{ M} \Omega \), the effective dissipation resistance is \( R_{eff} = 1.9 \text{ k} \Omega \). The values extracted from the fitting are in agreement with the values expected from Eq. (1) for the open-loop gain values for an OPA657 amplifier: 65–70 dB. The increased equivalent resistance in the amplifier corresponds to an increase in the effect of electrical damping away from the RC cutoff frequency, denoted by the arrows in Fig. 3.

Figure 4 demonstrates the impact of the measurement amplifier on the total quality factor, for a load resistance away from and near the cutoff frequency of the RC circuit. The Q suppression maximum seen at \( R_f = 95 \text{ k} \Omega \) in Fig. 3 corresponds to a cutoff frequency of \( 1/2\pi R C = 84 \text{ kHz} \), which matches the resonant frequency of the device at \( V_b = 24 \text{ V} \). Away from the cutoff frequency, loss from the effective amplifier resistance, \( R_f \), makes a non-negligible contribution to the total quality factor, so increasing \( R_f \) results in an observable reduction in \( Q \).

The measured total quality factor, \( Q \), as the bias voltage, \( V_b \), is varied for three different amplifier configurations, (a) away from the cutoff frequency of the RC circuit for the load resistor \( R_L = 100 \text{ \Omega} \) and (b) near the cutoff frequency of the RC circuit for \( R_L = 100 \text{ k} \Omega \).

FIG. 4. The measured total quality factor, \( Q \), as the bias voltage, \( V_b \), is varied for three different amplifier configurations, (a) away from the cutoff frequency of the RC circuit for the load resistor \( R_L = 100 \text{ \Omega} \) and (b) near the cutoff frequency of the RC circuit for \( R_L = 100 \text{ k} \Omega \).

![A graph showing the measured total quality factor as a function of bias voltage and load resistance.](image)

FIG. 5. (a)–(d) The amplitude spectral density (ASD) of the thermomechanical displacement noise as a function of the frequency offset from resonance, \( \Delta \omega / 2\pi \), for the increasing load resistance, \( R_L \). Experimental data are plotted against a least squares minimization fit, \( V \), using Eq. (14), where \( Q_{eff} = Q \), and, \( V^* \), using Eq. (14), positing that electrical dissipation only decreases the effective quality factor, while the mechanical system quality factor remains in the limit of zero bias voltage. A close agreement of the \( Q_{eff} = Q \) model with the experimental noise ASD suggests that electrical damping tunes the actual, not effective, quality factor of the resonator.
The electrical damping studied here differs from the methods of suppressing the effective quality factor because the Johnson noise in the resistance capacitively couples back to increase the thermomechanical noise force on the mechanical resonator. \footnote{See www.sitime.com, for “Sunnyvale, CA” (2019).} Figure 5 demonstrates that the system matches the model in Eq. (14) when electrical damping is assumed to modify both the resonator transfer function and the thermomechanical noise force, i.e., both the numerator and denominator of Eq. (14), and does not match if the electrical damping is presumed to only modify the transfer function. Electrical damping thus reduces Q.

By sweeping the cutoff frequency of the secondary electrical circuit across the resonant frequency, we isolate the electrical damping of the mechanical resonator arising from the readout amplifier and show that the loss due to a high-gain amplifier can exceed the contributions from mechanical sources. We show that the electrical loss mechanism is strongly dependent on the parasitic capacitance within the system, suggesting that the geometry and fabrication method of electrodes for the capacitive sensing of resonators play important roles in determining the magnitude of electrical damping. We show that electrical damping suppresses the intrinsic quality factor, not the effective quality factor, of a M/NEM resonator.

See the supplementary material for the measurements of the electrical and mechanical relaxation times of the system and a derivation of the resonator noise ASD in the presence of electrical damping.
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